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Canley carries offense

Phoenix Cafe moving
out of current locale

Tailback Sheldon Can ley. who gained over
2.500 yards last season, is the emotional
leader of the Spartan football team. Page 4

Volleyball bumps alums
In its first match at the Events Center. the
Spartan volleyball team spiked the alumni team
in four straight sets. Page 4

Pristine’s Picks
Local nightfly Pristine begins her weekly column
telling you where to go and what to do this
weekend in San Jose. Page 8

The popular Phoenix Cafe is
moving from its current location to
make room for an up-scale bistro.
The student studying haven will reopen a few shops down on N. San
Pedro St. Page 6

Reminder: schedule deadline

Today is the last day to officially add or drop a
class without penalty.

Weather
Mostly sunny. with partial
cloudiness. Highs in the 805.
lows dipping into the 50%.
\anoint/ Weather Set //
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Search goes on for Athletic Director replacement
By Bill Williamson
Daily staff writer
Another deadline has passed
and SJSU is still without an
athletic director.
It seemed that progress was
being made in the three-month
long search to fill the vacant
position, when the university
announced three finalists for the
job on Aug. 16.
Dan Buerger. executive
assistant to SJSU President Gail
Fullerton. said all three candidates
have been interviewed. He added
that the delay is partially due to
Fullerton being in Maine for her
daughter’s wedding for the past

finalists are the only candidates
being considered for the job,
although applications are still
day of the fall semester at SIs
being accepted.
Then the school’s six -person
"Technically it is still an open
A.D. search committee announced
application period until we hire
they would have a new Spartan someone."
Buerger said. "It
athletic director by last Friday
sounds strange. but that’s the way
at the latest.
a lot of schools do their hiring
As of Thursday. SJSU hasn’t now,"
Greenspan said he is neither
hired a replacement for Randy
Hoffman, who resigned to take discouraged or upset by the hiring
over the same position at Idaho delay, nor the fact that the school
is still accepting applications.
State University on June 4.
"lam still very much interested
"We should has something by in the job." Greenspan said. "That
next week." Buerger said.
(open application) is becoming
Buerger said the three original standard in the NCAA."

Decision should be made by next week. Buerger says
week. She returned to San Jose
Thursday.
Buerger said another reason for
missing the deadline is that the
university wants to make a
complete evaluation of the
hopefuls before a new A.D. is
hired.
Buerger confirmed that former
Stanford University and San
Francisco 49er quarterback Guy
Benjamin applied for the position
last week. Benjaman was
recommended for the job by his
former coach. Bill Walsh, who is a
SJSU alumnus.

Buerger ,,,id Benjaman hasn’t
been interviewed yet.
The finalists that were
announced are: Robert Bockrath,
the senior associate director of
athletics at the University of
Arirona: Thomas Brennan. athletic
director at Loyola College in
Maryland and Rick Greenspan.
associate athletic director at the
University of California at
Berkeley.
Three names were announced 15
days after the original hiring date
of Aug.!. The next hiring date was
the first
penciled in for Aug. 27

A.S. kicks off another year

Randy Hoffman

Students arrested
after Sunday brawl
Three taken into custody when
fighting breaks out after dance
Its iigus C. Klein
L.
writer
Three SJSU students were
arrested early Sunday morning
outside or Moulder Hall after
several fights broke out following
a dance at the Student Union.
University Police Department
officials said.
The brawl was the first incident
involving a migrating mob that
caused a night of headaches for
officers from the university. Santa
Clara and San Jose police
departments and the Santa Clara
County Sheriffs Department.
The dance ended shortly after 2
a.m. and fights broke out at the
Student Union and in parking lots
four, five and six. prompting the
UPD to respond.
UPI) later responded to a fight
call at the corner of E. San Carlos
and Ninth streets. and encountered
a "fairly chaotic situation. with a
number ol s chicks leasing at a
high rates of speed." said Richard

Nikki Hart
President .1rnere Washington leads the first
S.S. meeting of the year. The %.S. meets

Wednesdays in the Student Council chambers.
upstairs in the Student Union.

.111 siephen s(oodmaii.
director of student rights and
responsibilities.
The program hoard is in
charge of cultural and artistic
programs and sponsors on campus es ems
concerts,
films, and debates.
Goodman said that because
board members ieceive a
mondils stipend lit S I 25. council
members slum Id he more
accountable
for
their
appointments.
"We don’t want to harbor any
had feelings on the program
hoard," said A.S. director of
personnel Nicole 1Launder. who
made the proposal to form the ad

The crowd then split into
smaller groups and spread out over
Moulder Hall’s lawn and Ninth
Street in between Moulder and Joe
West Hall, UPD officials said.
The officers then determined
they needed assistance and called
fin- and received backup from San
Jose Police Department. Santa
Clara County. Sheriff’s Ikpartment
and Santa Clara Counts Transit
1 he hist arrest oc stored at
approximately 2:35 a.m. when
SJSU student Elliot Franklin. 19,
was taken into custody for
resisting a peace ()nisei
in.
At aPPrmilltmels
officers saw Cregory Mot 25, in
what appeared to be a tight

no.olving Elliot and two women.
He was arrested for fighting in
public. according to Staley.
Elliot later told the officers that
the women were fighting and he
was trying to break it up. said
Staley.
Staley said when Elliot was
pulled away from the altercation
he struggled with officeis and
"finally conceded to put his hands
behind his head.- Karlos Barlow,
the third student arrested. hacked
Elhot’s contention.
"fie was breaking up the light,
and the police thought he was
insolved." said Barlow.
Shortly after. Barlow said he
was walking tow aids Joe West
Hall from Moulder to spend the
night at a friend’s when UPD
officer Robert Noriega stopped
him by putting a hand on his c
Barlow said Noriega ordered
to go arotiiith pointing lo his re
See /Wail, page 8

Ualiy staff pt lotographfu

Directors must pass review
alaldo
Daily matt
The .a..o.os kited Students
kicked oft
Board id
the tall semester Wednesday hy
requiring A.S. program hoard
directors, who have worked
throughout the summer, to pass a
committee review before being
appointed.
Last spring. program hoard
members were not formally
recommended to the newly
council.
which
elected
technically %names A.S. bylaws,
the council determined hy a 7 vote. Four members abstained.
"Students deserve the best.
(-met
m programming."

A. Staley. UPLi spokesman.
The crowd of 50 to 60 people
was ordered to disperse. hut most
moved toward Moulder and Joe
West residence halls where the
arrests were made, according to

110, ,0111111,1Lt:

Program Board Executive
Director Kurt Peterson, however.
was not happy about the
decision,
"It upsets ItiC beCallse we se
been working hard all summet...
and noss they feel their hard
work is being questioned," said
Petersim. who holds a permanent
position on the hoard.
Robert Kolar. who has heel;
on the progiam humid the last
two and a -half years, is not
shaken by the new procedme
and expressed conl Weller that he
and his colleagues will he From
See A.S.. page It

Hayward State president
for now
at CSU helm
Its I

ii

Once the president of
California State Unisersity.
Hayward. Ellis McCune now finds
himself as interim chancellor tor
the entire CS(’ system.
1;pon accepting the resignation
of (’St Chancellor W Ann
Reynolds. (*St I’s board of trustees
appointed McCune to the posit bit
on his request that d he tempoiary.
Alter residing as president of
Hayward tor the past 13 years. the
political scientist is not interested
in a permanent job, to add to his
estensise three -page resume. said
of
the
McCarthy
Ste%e
chancellor’s Mice.
’At this point AtcCune would

like to retire.- said McCaohy.
Meanwhile. the board of
trustees’ search committee is
looking for an eXef:lniVe search
firm to find a chancellor to replace
Reynolds.
Reynolds was forced to step
down last April alter she secretly
approsed large pay raises for
herself, the s ice chancellors and
campus presidents.
"Probably the principle task is
to get things running again as
smoothly as possible. As you
probably know, the system has
been in considerable chaos...."
McCune told reporters after a
trustees meeting last May.
McCune was miming to the
apioar of faculty and students

’Ai this point, ,tictone
would like to retire’
Steve NIcl’arthy.
l’hancellor’s ofnce spokesman

when the pay raises were
discosered.
His term may last as long Si’
year hecause the search tor a
chancellor is only hegi,
"II dcl itiiti’ly is is
y on Vaill ti hums \
said
Ac,""lIng to "c(%11111, lily
S" i
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Parking survey targets alternative forms of transportation
By Marcos cis arati
Daily man sari.
The Iral tic and Pal k ing Operations
Department at SJSU is surveying
commuting students and staff to inform
them about alternative means of
transportation and to begin programs to
encourage those efforts.
"We want people to know what is

iegatdinv t. ,ti puiluig and public
transportation." said Marilyn Todd,
Business Office Supervisor of the Parking
& Traffic Operations Ikpanment.
"We want to sec if people are
interested. We want to promote alternative
transportation." Todd said.
According to Todd. the Government of
the State of California provides funds to

Hits

The state is also directing SJSU to face
the issue of air quality. Todd said. "Their
us legislation coming that is going to put
restrictions on Male agencies conceming
transportation and air quality control." she
said.
According to Todd. the Air Quality
Management District is trying to pass

lo
age
tras ening alone and encourage carpooling and the use 01 public
transportation services. "1 he single person
in a single car is not going to be
tolerated." she said.
According to Todd, this is the first time
a survey of this type has been conducted
at SJSt

t,,,
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been filled out and returned nut Ii l.((a)
that were issued." she said.
"We expect to get around 2.000
questionnaires from the students and 500
from the staff," she said.
According to Todd, the results of the
..ur%C) are expected to he ready iii about
six weeks.

-
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OPINION AND LETTERS

EDITORIAL

Tear down the wall
There has always been a wall
dividing SJSU and the stores
and shops downtown in
peoples minds and attitudes.
The stores opened recently are
either of no interest to students, or are
so expensive no one wants to
patrronize them. Years of being
ignored has helped to build this wall,
leaving many students with the
feeling they are being left in the cold
by the developers of the "new"
downtown.
Well now the developers have gone
one step further. They have replaced
this imaginary wall with a real one
one block square and very blue.
Hiding behind this blue monstrosity
are the beginnings of a 210-unit
luxury condominium complex, which
will have an average price of
approximately $280,000 per unit.
Is this a sign of things to come?
will it take for the
What
redevelopers of our "new"
downtown to realize there
is a market of 30,000 students, yet to
be fully tapped. Of those, 10,000 live
within a two-mile radius of campus
and the surrounding downtown.
The main argument against SJSU is
that it is a commuter school, therefore
most students leave the area right
after their classes.
Of course they do, there is nothing

to keep them downtown. Unlike most
other college campuses, there are only
a scant few stores that are primarily
concerned with the students needs and
likes.
It seems, however, students may
have the last laugh.
The Pavilion shops, one of the keys
to the rebirth of downtown, are now
almost 50 percent empty. The shops
weren’t even full when they held their
grand opening in May of 1989.
It is obvious that the shops were
too expensive for most students to
frequent. Maybe now managers of the
Pavillion will bring in stores that
would interest students.

While there are merchants
that have tried to attract
students drink specials
at local bars, discounts on food and
clothing there is always a need for
more. The main thing the planners
and organizers of downtown need to
think about is how to change the
feeling and perceptions SJSU students
have about downtown.
Since the stores and shops in
downtown are not doing well, one
would think that they might try new
markets such as college students. We
encourage them to do so, rather than
keep the wall between downtown and
SJSU.

EDITOR’S FORUM TAMARA

THOMPSON

Thinking locally (finally)
I was 15 the fjw time I v,ent with my

best friend taVtgiftkr grandparettex
secluded hornein the Santr Cruz
Mountains.
My friend took me past the boysenberry
bushes and down to the creek where she
had played since she was a child.
We waded through the crystal clear water
and splashed around together for hours,
finally returning to the house both
completely drenched and refreshed.
We didn’t get in trouble for being late.
Grammy and Poppy understood about the
creek. They knew sometimes you just
needed it.
Last week when a gasoline tanker spilled
on Highway 17. I started to worry.
Several thousand gallons of gas had gone
directly into Carbonero Creek in Scott’s
Valley. It would take 10 days to clean up. I
called Grammy.
Several creeks run through the area and
the contaminated one was about six miles
from her house. You could smell the gas
from the freeway.
Then there were the dead fish.
"They just took them out by handfuls
and bucket fulls. It was really horrible."
Grammy said.
"But your creek is OK?" I asked
hopefully.
"Well there’s no gas spilled in it but its
not really OK." she said.
Newell Creek, the one behind her house.
is set further back from Highway 17 and
runs straight into Loch Lomond Reservoir.
It had been spared a gas spill, but that
almost didn’t matter. Grammy said.
"It’s the developers. They’ve completely
ruined our creek compared to the way it
used lobe." she said.
Construction projects dumping garbage

,Partiers at the creek
always leave garbage.
They’re almost
always there,
Grammy said.
and clearing some of the banks has changed
the creek’s look. The water isn’t quite so
clear, although it’s still excellent for
reviving the spirit.
That’s probably exactly what attracted
"the young people."
Partiers at the creek always leave
garbage. They’re almost always there.
Grammy said.
"They talk their heads off about
environment and they’re the worst polluters
around." she told me.
"Kids cared every bit as much about the
environment when I was young. It’s just not
a thing you ever heard about. Everybody
just did it without being told."
It doesn’t work that way anymore. she
said. Today, young environmentalists worry
about endangered species halfway around
the world, or about holes in the ozone.
They’re trying to do too much and think too
big.
"If they’d just get more involved in the
environment where they live it might make
a difference." Grammy said.
She’s right. I never worried about the
creek until I heard about the gas spill and
got upset with the oil companies again.
If I had paid attention to my own
concerns instead of someone else’s agenda.
I would have been worried all along.
Tamara Thampstm is the Copy Chief of
the Spartan Daily.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Get rid of ads, worry about the
draft, trust in Student Health
Ad complaints

Draft concerns

Editor.
I am writing in refrence to the Sept.
6 edition of the Spartan Daily. In that
issue the hack page display ad was an
informative. well laid -out. full -page ad
for Commodore’s Amiga computer
system.

The Daily must maintain its concern
not only for effect. hut also its affect.
The Daily speaks as the voice of
30,000 students. and on Wednesday I
didn’t like what I heard.

Editor.
As a student ot draltahle age
concerned with lute and death. I
strongly condemn the Spartan Daily
article entitled "Students Not Worried
About the Draft" (Sept. 6). Such
misleading headlines and articles
reseal the biased nature of the media.
Fifteen out of 35.000 students is not.
an adequate sample. This represents
only four-one hundredths of a percent
of the population.
To publish "Most say they would
serve if called.’ as a tact after such an
misleading it
amateur stirs
verges on direct ly Mg!
The reporting ot provided (usually
by the Defense Department) or found
in so called representative polls)
"facts" without critical rchuttal is
propaganda. The sort media collusion
with, and drum beating for, the U.S.
government oil interests represented by
your article is extremely reprehensible.
The sending of people to war is not an
issue one should ever flippantly debate.
Selling papers or making money off
the blood of young people is a COMIC
against humanity. I would hope the
Spartan Daily. individuals and the U.S.
media would use appropriate reereme
and consideration when voicing
opinions on such grave subjects.

Mark Farnum
Junior
wintnunications

John Press
Graduate student
Education

Then, inside each paper. there was
an 11x17. four-color, double -sided.
glii’.s ii.. that said the very same
thing all user again! You remember
this ad. it’s the one that fell to the
ground when you picked up your copy
of the Daily. By 2 p.m.. I couldn’t even
begin to count the hundreds of ads
blowing across the campus.
Certainly. the only rationale is an
economic one. The !tally makes money
selling ad space. ;toil Commodore
surely- paid a small fortune for the back
page and insert. But, whatever the left
hand of the Daily put into the profit
column, the right hand of the
maintenance surely put into the
expense column.

(
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Confidential health
Editor.
Re: "Test at Student Health" (Sept.
6).
The compelling motivation for
-Monica- uirequest a pregnancy test tiC
our Student Health Center was. as
clearly pointed out, to assure ;nava\
and confidentiality. We respect that
wish: and, as with all laboratory tests
we have our providers go over It
results personally with the student 1
cannot imagine any resptuisible health
care professional allow mg them
receptionist to release such confidential
information to anyone (wet the phone
Test results and tehahdity should he
explained personally.
Our business is to inquire as to the
method of contraception being utilized
by "Monica." That she could be
pregnant indicates either unprotected
sexual activity of lack of confidence in
the method she currently uses. In either
case we have an ethical, professional.
and medical obligation to offer our
contraceptive expertise.
I do want to apologize if our
receptionist was "tedious" or "had an
attitude." We are working to assure all
students who are seen at the Health
Center are treated i ourteousl.i, and
professionally. I will personally
address this perception with our
reception staff.

S11

Richard Sanchez., M.D.. M.I’11
Director, Student Health Services
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Drug traffickers who Bart factory
surrender won’t face barbershop
in Berkeley
extradition to U.S.
BOGOTA, Colombia (AP) In
a major turnaround in Colombia’s
anti-drug strategy, President Cesar
Gaviria has announced that cocaine traffickers who surrender
will not be extradited to the United
States.
The new president said his decree Wednesday is part of a plan to
end drug-related terrorism. A yearold war between the government
and traffickers fighting extradition
has left hundreds of people dead.
"Those who have been in crime
and who have repented, and who
voluntarily turn themselves in to
judges in order to freely confess
their crimes may be tried by our
judges based on our judicial
order," Gaviria said in a nationally
televised speech Wednesday night.
In July, the Medellin cocaine
cartel declared a unilateral ceasefire in its terrorist attacks, apparently hoping that the new administration would end extraditions.
Gaviria. who was inaugurated
Aug. 7, said in his speech that
criminals who turn themselves in
will also face lighter sentences.
"Judges will be given the capacity to reduce sentences ... of those
who turn themselves in, confess
their crimes, lay down weapons
and other goods linked to their
nines and cooperate with investigations."

In repeated communiques, drug
traffickers using the pseudonym
"The Extraditables" have offered
to turn themselves in to C’olombian
judges if the government promises
to end extraditions.
Their communiques bore the letterhead. "We prefer a tomb in Colombia to a jail cell in the United

SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
available to SJSU student, faculty
and staff organizations at no charge
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom. Wahlquist Library North
Room 104. and at the Information
Center of the Student Union. (Letters
to the editor can also be submitted at
the Information Center
The deadline for entries is 10 a. m
The Daily’s staff members will attempt to enter each item at least two
days before the date of the event in
addition to the day of the event Limited space may force reducing the
number of insertions
No phone-in items will be accepted
TODAY
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
CENTER: On -campus interview onentatio,
noon. S U Costanoan Room call 924-6030
SJSU THEATRE: Steel Magnolias (the
play) 8 p m . University Theatre Fifth and
San Fernando streets call 924-4551
AIESEC (International Student Organize
Non): New members onentabon, 11 a rr
S U Montalvo Room call 973-0371
SJSU ART DEPARTMENT: Art galle,.
shows 9 a m -4 p m call 924-4330
MUSLIM STUDENTS ASSOCIATION: Fr
day congregational prayers 1 15 pm.32N Third St call 297-0266
AS. LEISURE SERVICES: Deadline for
tramural flag football league sign-ups 5 p
A S Business Office S U call 924 5962
NAG ASSOCIATION (Mu Alpha Gamma)
Meeting I 30 p m Wahlguist Library No’
Room 131 call 253-0589
SATURDAY
AKBAYAN CLUB: Barbecue 10 am C.
aldi Park call 578-7327
SJSU THEATER: Steel Magnolias tti.
play) 8 p m University Theater Filth a,
San Fernando streets call 924-4551
SPARTAN ORIOCCI: Rod party and barb,
cue 10 a m .4 p m . Quirk s Meadow. Spa,
tan Pool, call 279-4420
SUNDAY
CAMPUS MINISTRY WOI ship it ft. hit ii
in Catholic Newman Mass 10 am Lu
theran worship Campus Christian Center
Chapel San Carlos and 10th streets c
298 0204
MONDAY
A.S. LEISURE SERVICES: Last day to sky
up for massage class 9 a m -4 30 p m . A
Business Office. S U call 924-5961 neo.
SpartAerobics classes 12 10 p m Ever’
Center call 924-5957
CALIFORNIA FACULTY ASSOCIATION
Reception to welcome new (acuity mem
hers 4-6 pm University Club 408 S
Eighth St call 292-0323
SJSU TAE KWON DO CLUB: First meeting 230.4 30 pm Spartan Complex Room
202 call 929-3341
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
CENTER: Co-op orientation 1 30 pm SU
Almaden Room call 924-6030 Career Resourse Center tour 2 30 p m Business
Classroom Building Room 13 call 921.6030
LAMBDA SIGMA GAMMA: social sorority s
weekly meeting 6 p m Business Class IOW Building Room 207 call 298 2549
MECAA: Chicanolatino student organization s general meeting 6 pm Chicano Re.
sourse Center Wahlquist Library North
Room 307 call Maria 292 1894

L DEFECTIVE

States."
Extradition is a sensitive issue in
Colombia because many people
believe sending people to be tried
in a foreign country is an insult to
national pride. Still. Colombia’s
justice system has so far failed to
keep any major drug trafficker in
jail. Traffickers often bribe or
threaten officials into letting them
go free. Many judges who refused
to be intimidated have been murdered.
Gaviria has said fortifying the
judicial system is a major priority
in his administration. The government plans to build special "fortress cities" where judges and their
families can live and work free of
intimidation.
Gaviria’s predecessor. Virgilio
Barco, resumed extradited accused
drug traffickers to the United
States a year ago after drug bosses
declared "total war" on the state.
In his speech Wednesday. Gaviria said three Colombians currently
awaiting extradition would be sent
to the United States. But he said
three other extradition requests by
the United States have been rejected.
Currently, 14 people are in Colombian jails awaiting extradition.
The Barco administration extradited 22 Colombians.
The government blames the Medellin cartel for killing more than
MX) people, including at least two
presidential candidates, in a long
series of bombings and assassinations.
The war began in August 1989
with the assassination of Sen. Luis
Carlos Galan. a presidential hopeful of the governing Liberal Parts

A vetBERKELEY (API
eran barber says parents
shouldn’t have a cow because
youngsters are emulating TV
brat Bart Simpson’s hair style.
The haircut is really nothing
new, says C.T. Johnson, who

The barber said just about
every boy has been asking for
some ersion sit Simpson’s haircut this week as the new school
year began.

here."
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ACCUTUNE

& BRAKE

SAN JOSE

DOWNTOWN
E. SANTA CLARA AT 11th
298-7722

VALID AT PARTICIPATING CENTERS WITH COUPON. NOT VALID WITH OTHER DISCOUNTS

CLARK UBRARY TOURS: 10 30 am and
2 30 p m meet at first floor display case.
call 924-2810

(a

TUESDAY
SJSU MARKETING CLUB: First general
meeting. 3 pm SU Almaden Room. call
246-6835

RAISE A

has run a barber shop for 25
years.
"Same old cut, brand new
name." he said. "We get kids
in here all the time asking for
them. It’s like a factory in

A MONTH!*
$49 down!

The fundratser thats wotting
on 1800 college campuses!
Your campus group can earn up to
$1000 in just one week No investment
needed Be first on your campus A FREE
gift lust for calling C111 Now

1-800-765-8472 Ext.90

Your low monthly
payments on one of
Riva’s six scooter models
can be paid for by the
gas money you’ll save,
’On approved crecht 0 F.nonong bated on a
suggested retail price ol $979, with approved down
payment of no less then $44 end 21% Annual Percentage
Rote for 24 equal monthly payments Does not include to.
license. fretght. ins or access Limited time offer on select
models Prrce includes 24 month ...tended servo. agreement
EBased on EPA erryssion results Actual nYleage may tory

YAMAHA

AVAILABLE AT THESE BAY AREA YAMAHA DEALERS
Menlo Park San Francisco San Ranson
415-255-3132 415-838-7000
415-327-3010
Son Francisco son Rafael
415-456-0335
415-751-4100

Borkeloy
415-525-5525
ni
411457’4’371537

Three choices
that deliver great results.
I he deeper you delve into math
and science, the more important it
is to choose the best possible scientific calculator. And now that’s
an easier decision than ever.
Texas Instruments scientific
calculators are designed to
specifically
match your
math and
science
COLITSC

needs, with just the right functions
and features for faster, easier results.
Whether you require a general,
intermediate or advanced scientific
calculator, TI has your
number: The easy-to-use
11-30 STAT. The 11-35 PLUS
with statistics and computer conversions. And,
the engineering-oriented
TI-60, as well as many
other hard-working models.
More students depend
on TI calculators because
we’ve got the

right functions
and features down to a science.
To find the calculator that’s ideal
,,Ir your courses, check with your
I icarest TI calculator dealer.
r. ’I
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TEXAS Ail
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SJSU volleyball team
trounces alumni in
four straight games
Its Shigri ii sishiwaki
Daily stall

There was a lot of excitement
among members of the women’s
volleyball team Wednesday night
as they made their first match appearance at the Events Center.
And there was even more excitement when the exening was over,
after they defeated the alumni team
in a resounding manner.
The varsity won the match 151 0. 15-7. 15-13. The match was
over earlier than expected. so the
crowd of approximately 250 people was treated to a fourth game
which the current Spartans easily
won 15-4.
The event. which does not count
in the Spartans’ season record, was
attended hy a number of campus
residents. team boosters and other
groups. Even basketball coach
Stan Morrison gas e his players a
break from their daily study hall
session so they could attend.
"The crowd was good." said
sophomore outside hitter Mindy
(-integer. "We had a good turnout
fin- our first match.’
Head coach John Corbelli gave
all players an opportunity to play .

1.reshinen Annie Shaughnessy
and Jennifer Gross showed promise for the Spartan team. Shaughnessy had 31 assists while Gross
added five kills and five digs.
"Annie is one of the finest setters around in the country for her
age and I want her to see as much
playing time as soon as she can."
Corbelli said.
"They seemed a lot younger."
said alumni Felicia Schutter comparing this year’s team with the
squads she was a member of during the 1983 and 1984 seasons.
"They played together as a team
(well) for a match this early in the
season."

Kari Roberson -Priest, a former
four-year letter winner for the
Spartans from 1985 through 1988
was also impressed with this year’s
team.
"They were running some quick
stuff." she said. "They are young
and they look like they are going to
be around and get stronger year by
year."
The Spartans dominated the
alumni in every way, most impressively with a team total hitting per"It gave a chance to play a lot of centage of .231 to .159. The Sparpeople. trying different line-ups tans also scored more service aces
without having to w (wry ahout (eight) than the alumni (three).
Senior Laura Boone, who conwins or losses." Corbelli said.

Dan Ocampu

Alumna Jodi Breding Palassou watches the hall go down on the
Spartan court in the alumni game Wednesday night. The curtributed ith a team-high 10 kills
and one %cry ice ace, said the match
was a good opportunity tor the
team to adjust to its new home
court.
"It gave us a chance to play a

"It is a lot dif 1 crew than where
nialdl in this ens innunent.’’ she
said. "We now km wx w hat it’s like
cornto play here.’’
I,iruu II vs iii ihi,’ 11(1 iii
! lie spandniltakil Is al
C./tilt:ger agreed "It was good
Mary., on Weilncsd,iy night.
to get pl:i ing esperience at the
The team returns to Ow Es ents
SURI

Canley forces opponents to face his reality
\\
Ht.\
Daily stall writer

Football coaches tend to shy
away from making revealing comments when discussing an upcoming opponent. But asked about the
SJSU football team, a typical response from a coach is:
Good. Tough. And that little
running back of theirs.,. one of
the best players in the conVerence.
Opposing coaches have reason
to confess their true feelings about
Sheldon Canley. If they didn’t.
they wouldn’t be accepting reality.
The Spartans next opponent. the
University of Washington. which
hosts SJSU Saturday. has a coach
who reali/es what Canley’s presence on the football field means.
"We are very concerned about
Canley." said Don James. coach
of the 20th -ranked Huskies. "You
have to know where he is at all
you’ve got to know
times
what he’s up to.
The senior tailback is a perfect
example it the 1990 Spartans He
is emotional. sturdy and has unlimited potential
That potential is supported by
Canley ’s exploits for the Spartans
last season. In his first season at
SJSt . Cattle) caught football
coaches’ atttention everywhere
with an All -Big West Conference
performance.
Canley proved himself an allpurpose threat last season when he
gained 2.513 yards in total offense his total 1.1 ;Is second in the
country. tor running hacks behind
Mike Pringle of Cal St. Fullerton,
and it was the fifth -highest NCAA
single-season all-purpose yardage
total o’er.
Crudey gained almost as much

national attention as yardage last
season. He was a Sporting News
honorable mention All-American
last year and is a finalist for the
Doak Walker Trophy which
goes to country’s best running
back this season.
With all of the opponents attention. Canley knows teams will be
keying on him.
In the season-opening tie against
Louisville, Canley was attacked in
every direction by the Cardinals’
defense. In the first half the Louisville scheme worked. as Canley
rushed for just 35 yards on IS carries.
Canley adjusted in the second
half. He worked the holes more
and ended the game with 82 yards
on 27 tries.
"Louisville probably studied me
quite a hit," Canley said. "I know
I was a hit sore Sunday morning."
When he starts at the tailback
position. Canley doesn’t want to
Dan Ocampo Daily stall phot,
leave the field.
Sheldon Canley tries III an id the Cardinal lineman in Skit
"I want to do everything." Can- 10 tie Saturday. He led all Spartans in rushing.
ley said. "I want to be part of this
explosive offense."
Shea ind. "We know he is dura- wherehe graduated from high
In addition to his running. re- ble \\ c ’re going to revolve our of- school in 198b. He played the next
ceiving he caught 42 paves last fense around Sheldon at the begin- 155.1/ seasons at Hancock Junior
season) and kick return duties. ning of the season. We have quite Col lege
Canley yearns for yet another re- a nifty running hack ."
Now in his second season at
sponsibility in his last season as a
Canley has a ready -for-war atti- SJSU. ( anley feels he has sonic
Spartan.
tude. He doesn’t worry about the
"I want to return punts really. possibility of getting injured. Nor things to do beton: he tries to folbad." he said. "Last season. is he concerned with the expecta- low in the footsteps Of hornier
Coach (Claude) Gilbert promised tions to carry the team on his Spartans Gerald Willhite, James
me I could do it in my senior sea- small. powerful Mighty Mouse - Sr von and Johnny Johnson All of
them are S.ISI running hacks who)
son, hut now I have to talk to like, five-foot.
eight -inch 193 - has e played in the NFL.
coach Shea about that."
pound frame.
’In addition to punt refill.
But the new coach isn’t sure
"The pressure isn’t a big deal."
what he is going to do about the he said. "It’s nothing new. I was want to duplicate my
from last year and go to iii,
promise he inherited.
expected to do big things iii high forma Bow 1." Canley said Wc
"I know Sheldon wants to re- school and at my junior college.’’
%%apt Fresno State had. "
turn punts. but we have to see."
Canle . 22. hails front Lompoc.
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41k) We make the call...
SJSU at Washington: Wash, 21-20
Huskies score last-second TD to avoid upset.

Cal at Wisconsin: Wisconsin, 31-24
Bears lose in Big Ten country.

SF 49ers at New Orleans: SF, 28-14
George Seifert has team on three-peat pace.

40

Not.: Picks are a majority vote of the six-person
Spartan Daily sports staff.

Come Join The Movies
Now Hiring For Part Time Positions:
. Days and Luenings
. Free Movies
.
(i% fel
. IleHible Shifts
O
Frequent Wage Reviews
. Will Train

Century 22
984-7539

Century 21
243-6410

GIVE YOURSELF SOME CREDIT
Anti Help
High School Students Earn Theirs!
Earn 1-3 units of
credit as a tutor*
See Project Upward Bound
WU #225
924-2567 / 924-2570
*Tutor college -bound students
once weekly! On campus!
Imm,m1..

Late Textbooks?
Depend on Kinko’s.
Professors, if your textbooks are late, call Kinko’s. We’ll
contact the publisher and, with permission, reprint the first
few chapters so your class stays on schedule.
Assistance In Acquiring Permission ’lb Reprint Text
Fast Runaround

Professional Binding

Quality Copies

No Cost itt Department

kinkoffs

the copy center

SANTA CLARA CONVENTION CENTER
4001 Ores. Anwr1r Parkway.Sente nato

Sat Sept 8th 10 am - 9 pm / Sun. Sept. 9th 10 am - 6 pm
AollISNION E4 00

(SO0 WITH THIS COUPON

295-4336
310 S. Third St
(Acmes from McDonald’s)

ADMIT TF 0 (OFF
CHILDREN WIDER
11 112 SO
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Po I St N III RI PARAGON SNOWS
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295-5511
481 E San Carlos St.
(Between 10th & 11th)
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A: (a) Happy B-Day Don Hess.
Love, your Bro Dave.
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Soccer team still looking for
first win after loss to Cal, 2.0
By Steve Helmer
Daily staff writer

The Spartans’ hopes of winning
their first soccer game of the season and the first for new coach
Gary St. Clair were shattered
Wednesday night at Spartan Stadium.
The Spartans were shut out 2-0
by the Cal Bears and have yet to
score this season.
"The kids have not learned what
it takes to win," said St. Clair.
"They need desire and have no experience. We need to have players
bleed Spartan Blue."
SJSU kept up with the fast,
more experienced Bears for the
first half, which ended in a 0-0 tie.
But once the second half began.
the Bears had the game under control.
The Bears kept the ball on the
Spartans’ side of the field for the
first 20 minutes of the second half.
They then struck for blood.
After a steal and counter-right
by Cal forward Peter Woodring. he
passed to forward John Franco.
Franco shot from the top of the box
and scored past Spartan goal
keeper Kevin Raak.

St

Sr. Clair and the rest of the team
said it gave up after Cal scored its
first goal.
"We didn’t have the desire to go
the whole 90 minutes," said Spartan defender Todd Andrade. "We
only played 75 minutes. When
they scored, we stopped."
St. Clair agreed.
"They are expecting to lose instead of expecting to win." St.
Clair said. "The lack of experience is showing. We will not give
up again like we did (Wednesday)."
Five minutes after the Bears’
first goal, they did it again, with
the help of Franco.
Franco sent a long pass to defender Mike Dempster who was
running to pull. He shot straight
ahead past Raak. and Cal had all
the offense it needed to win its
third game of the season and give
SJSU its second loss.
First year coach St. Clair has
high expectations for his young,
inexperienced, but talented team.
"Gaining experience now is intangible." St. Clair said. I have
high expectations, and sooner or
i2Oe it to me. We need
later the

’The kids have not
learned what it takes to
win. They need desire
and have no
experience. We need to
have players bleed
Spartan Blue.’
Gary St. Clair,
soccer coach
to turn around things on the field.
hut attitudes take time."
Things on the field were pretty
bad for the Spartans. They were
outplayed by the Bears in every
category. both defensively and offensivel> .
Alter what St. Clair describes as
a "physical beating" against Cal.
the Spartans will try to come out of
their offensive slump tonight at
Spartan Stadium against Santa
Clara, the defending co-NCAA
champions. The team thinks it can
do so.
"Expect us to come together as
a team." said Andrade.
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TOWER HALL LAWN
SEPTEMBER 10-13
9 AM-4 PM
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SJSt foro a rd I lector tribe. #3. heads the ball aoav from Cars Dave Eberle in a 2-0 loss.

Bieniemy
will face
Stanford

WWI DER . Colo. AP) After
sitting out the Disne land Pigskin
(*lassic because of a one -game disciplinary suspension. a slimmedIasSIIIIIC
’55 n Eric I3icn iein
Iii’, position at starting tailback
Fhursda when CU plays Stanford
in its home opener.
For the first time since the Buffs

began preseason drills, Bieniern)
talked with the media Monday.
But he insisted that no questions be
asked about a July 4 incident that
being
Bieniemy
in
resulted
charged with harassment. giving
Like information and interfering
li Aurora firefighters.

JOB OPPORTUNITIES
Acquire skills and get paid $$$

V’
IL,"1,....,,A
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Attention
San Jose State
students!

- PART-TIME/FULL-TIME
- FLEX IBLE HOURS
CU! is a computer manufacturing and marketing
firm based in Santa Clara and has the following positions
available:

- COMPUTER ASSEMBLY
Any experience with computer hardware or hands on experience i.e plumbing
carpentry, electrician, etc.

- RECEPTIONIST
Able to handle multiple line phones, organize, type and tile

- SHIPPING/RECEIVING

Looking for a class?
If so, West Valley College
has openings in:
Accounting
Administration of Justice
Anthropology
Art
Business
Computer Science
Economics
Engineering

Foreign Language
Geography
History
Music
Nutrition
Philosophy
Political Science
& Many more

Experience not essential.

-MARKETING
Preferably a Senior majoring in Marketing wanting hands-on experience.

-ENGINEERING
A Senior majoring in Computer Engineering wanting hands-on experience.

If you are persevering, responsible, dependable, able
to work with others and can communicate clearly.
Please call Judy at (40S) 9111-1970.

Course cost is only $5.00 per unit and many are transferrable
to SJSU. Day, afternoon, and evening classes are available
just a short drive away. Off-campus dasses at many local high
schools are also open.
All dasses start the week of September 10, so you still have
time to register. Call 741-2062 for information, or stop by and
get a dass schedule.

ri WEST VALLEY COLLEGE

11 ’"’N,s111111111
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Phoenix cafe will soon be bistro, coffeehouse
Then-owner Larry Bourgeois, v.16)
By Susanna Cesar
Daily staff writer
used to ride his bicycle to the StanDavid Lee sits comfortably in ford coffeehouse when he was in
T-shirt
his
with
high school, wanted to create a
his shorts and
. books sprawled out in front of him. place in Sun Jose where intellecThe smell of freshly brewed cof- tuals could gather and exchange
ideas.
fee dances up to the second floor of
The name was chosen because
.the Phoenix Cafe. where Lee and
the phoenix symbolizes change.
four others are quietly studying
interrupted only by the oecassional and at the time San Jose was undergoing tremendous change.
bun of a coffee grinder.
Bourgeois said.
Scenes like this are going to be
And so has the Phoenix
, harder to find next semester.
Bourgeois ran into financial difMike Falcone and Gary DeMattei. both SJSU graduates and own- ficulties in 1989. He was late on
ers of the Phoenix. have plans to his rent and a new investor. 29’ turn the student studying haven year-old Falcone. was brought in
:into an upscale bistro by Decem- in March 1989. But times were
still tough, and Bourgeois left the
ber.
But the much-loved European- Phoenix last December. DeMattei.
’ coffeehouse will move a few shops 35, stepped into his place.
The two new owners also had a
down to 69 N. San Pedro Streeta
location which is one-quarter the difficult time making ends meet.
They were making money, hut not
size of the existing Phoenix.
DeMattei emphathizes with stu- much.
dents. "I did my share of hanging
Some students would come in.
out in bookstore cafes. DeMatei study all day . and not buy any’said. "But we have a real big thing. Some bold people would
chunk of money to pay each also plug in their computers and
month.’’
ask that the music be turned down,
Although smaller (1.500 square according the DeMattei.
feet). the new location has less ex"We don’t mind if students
pensive rent.
come in and study if they would
"People like me will lose out if help us out and buy a cup of cofue can’t find a seat at the smaller fee. said Falcone. who graduated
place," said Lee. an SJSU indus- from SJSU in 1985 with a business
trial design senior who has patron- management degree.
zed the cafe for one and half
The two owners want to offer an
years.
alternative night-spot 6) D.B. CooLike many other students Lee pers and the Oasis. The upscale
goes to the Phoenix primarily to bistro, which is slated to have a
study.
Christmas opening, will be a place
here’s an intellectual stimula- where people can congregate and
tion you feel while you’re here, socialize in a bright yet relaxing
Ice said
setting. they said.
It is this type of stimulation that
"It won’t be a meat -market.
ov,ners Falcone and DeMattei
hope will carry through to their said Falcone. "More of a nenbeatnik place to hang out,"
new restaurant.
Customers will be able to hang
"It will he a thinking person’s
restaurant. said DeMattei. who out practically all day if they want
has studied art, acting and the culi- to. The proposed restaurant hours
are 7 a.m. to 3 a.m. and a varietal
nary ans.
The Phoenix, originally a menu will offer "world-fubookstore and coffeehouse con- sitm"cuisine.
tained in 7.000 square feet, was
Falcone are DeMattei are investfounded in 1985 on this concept. ing about S200.(KX) into rcnova-

Ko,

Former SJSU students Gary DeMattei and Mike Falcone, present owners of Phoenix Bookstore, stand in front of the soon-tobons for the new protects. John building). will also envoke a EuroManhunts, whose work can be pean-iype atmosphere. Manhunts
seen in D.B. Cooper s. Paradise said.
As for the last three months of
Beach, The Oasis and Leaf’s, is
designing the new coffeehouse and the old spacious Phoenix. Falcon.
and DeMattei want to make
restaurunt.
The restaurant, which is tenta- good.
"The hest. the two panne
tively named the Farmer’s Union
Bistro !the original name of the said.

’quires Daily S30’

be Phoenix cafe, former home of Inner City 1..vpress
bookstore will become a full scale bistro

iphor
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Trankenhooker best bet midnight flick
By Steve Helmer
Daily staff writer
When you get tired of barhopping or the San Jose club scene and
you want a different perspective on
life, ala "The Rocky Horror Picture Show. the Towne Theatre

has the answer.
Every Friday and Saturday at
11:45 p.m., the renovated San Jose
landmark shows Frank Henelottees new film "Frankenhooker."
Originally scheduled for a onetime showinc. the filin will run as

PhOt

long as the attendance is high. said
Pam Kelly, the theater’s public relations representative.
"It has a cult following that
keeps increasing.** she said.
The film is nothing surprising
coming from Henelotter, whose
other films include "Basket Case"
and "Brain Damage."
"Frankenhooker" stars James
Lorinz as the young mad scientist
Or. James Franken, who’s new
lawnmower ins ention goes haywire. chopping his girlfriend Elizabeth (Patty Mullen) into pieces
during a family barbecue.
The mad scientist is then on a
mission to bring his beloved fiance
hack to life, lie hecins by obtaining several of her body parts, including her head. Now all Ile needs
is a new body.
After hours of thought. he tries a
new technique of brainstorming.
He sticks an electric drill into his
head to stimulate his brain (obviously a new medical process). The
result: a plan to check out the New
York street walkers tor "donors

p

He holds a private party with
several hookers and looks for the
perfect one to become the new and
improved Elizabeth. After several
bizarre, surprising and exciting
scenes, 1.dizaheth is alive again
Dr.
Franken’s new -and-improved girlfriend now has purple
hair. unmatching arms and
and several scars and bolts around
her entire body. And, much to his
surprise. Elizabeth also has the
hooker instincts given to her by the
contributors of her new body. She
hits the red light district with the
young doctor hot on her trail, leading to more bizarre events.
The movie has a happy, hut
ironic, ending. It is not recommended for those with weak stomaches, high morals or for those
who are easily offended. But for
those with a hearty sense of
humor, culture and an open mind,
it’s a film you don’t want to miss.
And if you do check it out, be prepared for one of the strangest movies you’ll ever see

the main
Patty Mullen who plays Elizabeth is Frankenhooker,
ie.
nun
new
Ifenenlotter’s
Frank
in
character

"Sublime...the best new director of the year."
Sine Warren, Bay Guardia.

STUDENTS
ON A TIGHT BUDGET?

COMPARE OUR PRICES
PHOTO COPIES
(20 lb WHITE)

$.04/ea ($.03 over 100)

WORD PROCESSING &
DESK TOP PUKISHING

$6 00fthr

"I*** *HILARIOUS AND WONDERFUL...
I absolutely loved
Rex Reed, At the Moms

"A DISARMING AND DELIGHTFUL COMEDY:’
David Amen, Newsweek
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. LASER PR’NTS

$ 401e

. FAXING -OUT

$4 00/page ($1.50 Add)

,TYPING SERVICES
(notes, resumes, reports)

Low Rates

DORHMANN BUSINESS CENTER
THE DORHMANN BUILDING
325 S FIRST STPFE T
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA
(408) 283 0700
(LOCATED NEXT TO ORIGINAL JOE’S)
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ALSO PlA Y/NG AT
THE GUILD THEATRE
MENLO PARK

CHRISTIAN

FELLOWSHIP
meeting in

DUNCAN HALL ROOM 135
Friday Nights at 7:30pm

FIRST MEETING FRIDAY SEPT.7th
BIBLE STUDY

WORSHIP

FELLOWSHIP.

Info: call Gary Alldrin (campus pastor)
(415) 961-5781
Advertisement

Memory course helps
students boost grades
By Anothoy Rao
Former University of llouston foothill
coach Jack Pardee said it best: "This course
was so helpful to several of my players, I
made the whole football team take the
course."
Pardee read about memory seminar held
by noted memory expert and teacher Alvin
Jackson and sent three players who needed
to pass some imponant tests in order to
stay in school. Uncertain that anyone can be
taught photo graphic memory, Pardee sent
athletic department academic advisor Dr
Jim Herlow as an observer.
In one three hour session Mr. Jackson
took three college freshmen, whose grades
were no poor they were not allowed to
practice footfall, and tranifonned them into
student§ who can perform studying and
mall tasks hener than the brightest students
on campus.
Since Or. Bellow took pert in the class,
he admits his recall and memory increased
sixfold. He wishes Jackson’s course was
available when he studied for his doctorate.
To test the athletes’ increased memory
skills, Jackson asked the (no to memorize
this number, 91852719521639092112, well
enough to recall ’tin 13 weeks h took them
an average of 2 minutes. This Itclonelf
attended the same seminar and witnessed
them master German, Phamsey, Anatomy,
names aid faces, and Microbiological charts
after looking at it once.
What Impressed this wnter the MAI is
how Jackson’s memory techniques are used
in reading end listening. Jackson used an
economics text book and I watched as the
Freshmen read and recoiled s whole chapter
on "Macroeconomic Effects on a Fully
Employed Economy," after reading it once!
"Contrary to helmet no one is horn with
photographic memory, lot it con he taught
I have taught thousands in the last 12 years
I have taught is ma those winging to use it to
increase their O.P.A. to those with perfect
C.P.A. s who wish to cut their study time in

half while maintaining high grades,"
Jackson said.
"85% of our education is memo,
iration, the rest is application and logic. I
will show you how to read your textbooks,
history, anatomy, economics, pharmacy,
and business ONCE, and know n so well
you will he able too recall it by page
number or tuition is free. Jackson added.
"I know 321 memory techniques and
teach my students the one that flit them
hest. Right now students use the "Rote"
memory technique. Under "Rote" student,
are told to go over and over what they
wish to learn. As far as 1 am concerned
"Rote" is technique number 1 ,21
have
320 better techniques What student has
that much time to repeat information
enough times to maintain top grades A
student has nothing to lose by taking my
course. I will teach them techniques to
read it onoe and know it by peragraph and
page number, IN the class is free,
absolutely," says Jackson confidently
Jackson will be at the Student Union,
C7ostanoan room, Monday, September
10th (.1NLY for two sessions. Section I
begins al 10:00@m.
SeCilljA 2 herrn at 200pm.
The tuition for the 31n hour session is
$55.00, all maenads including workbook
is provided.
Jackson’s class conies with strong
"results or else" parolee. If he cannot
double your memory capacity, and teach
you by the end of class to recall your
textbooks by page number after one
reading, the tuition Is refunded
immediuely Teaming memory
techniques is like riding @ bicycle, once
you know them they will last you the rest
of your life
Because of the personal @sternum
required to teach his techniques, he can
only accept 30 persons in each section on
first come first served basis
Registration is easy, leave your none
end time you would like to attend si
I OM 462 8207

STATE NEWS

Ex-mayor wins new perjury trial

San Francisco to get
housing subsidies
for homeless families
$278,000. Oakland will receive
$5 million in housing subsidies
and $300.000 in cash.
In addition to the housing, the
homeless will be offered medical services, including mental
health care and treatment for
drug and alcohol addiction.
Kears said.

SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
San Francisco and Oakland are
among nine cities included in a
$40 million federal program that
combines housing for homeless
families with multiple social
services.
"What we’ve done before is
get people cleaned up," David
J. Kears, director of the Alameda County Health Care Services Agency, said Wednesday.
It will provide San Francisco
with $8 million in housing subsidies over five years and a
foundation cash grant of

Each city will initially provide housing for 150 homeless
families.
There are an estimated 4,000
homeless people in Oakland and
6.(X)0 in San Francisco.

Santa Clara bus driver
attacked, hospitalized
SANTA CLARA (AP) A
Santa Clara County bus driver
was hospitalized after an angry
passenger turned an umbrella
into a deadly weapon. police
said.
DenaId Barmore. 36, was in
stable condition Wednesday at
Valley Medical Center after a
passenger bludgeoned him in
the throat with an umbrella.
lapo Faatiu Ilaoa. 3%, was
hooked for investigation of felony assault with a deadly
weapon and was being held in
Santa Clara County Jail, police
said.
The confrontation started
when liana asked to he let off at

corner where there is no bus
stop, according to police. When
Barmore proceeded to a bus
stop, the suspect spit on Barmore and got off the bus, police
said.
The driver jumped out of the
bus and chased the suspect to
the parking lot of a fast food restaurant, where the suspect
turned on him with the umbrella, police said.
"He was swinging the umbrella like he was chopping
wood," said Luke Laputka, the
manager of the restaurant. "He
was poking him, kind of like
trying to stab him.**
a

Roadside cellular telephones
to assist stranded motorists
CUPERTINO (AP) The
hrst of more than 2.(XX) solar1,,,wered roadside cellular telephones was scheduled to be un) eiled Thursday along Highway
s5 in Cupertino to give stranded
iravelers a way to call for help.
The $10 million network of
,miergency telephones will have
,prouted every half to one mile
along 600 miles of freeways in
.\ lameda, Contra Costa. Santa
Clara, San Mateo, Solano and
Sonoma counties by May 1991.
State Sen. Rebecca Morgan.
R -Menlo Park, authored the
1987 law that created the Bay
Area Safe Authority for Freeway Emergencies program ad-
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ministered by the Metropolitan
Transportation Commission.
"As a woman. I’m particularly sensitive to women who
have to travel at night who may
run out of gas or have engine
trouble or a fiat tire," said Morgan. who plabs to make the first
call when the Cupertino phone
is hooked up Thursday. Those
drivers are "vulnerable to anyone who might stop," she said.
The phones will he inside
bright yellow boxes mounted on
14-foot-tall poles planted on
freeway shoulders. Above the
phones will be larger blue and
white signs that read "Call
Box."

question to be decided by the jury.
said the Supreme Court opinion by
Justice Joyce Kennard.
The court ruled unanimously
that a hearing could he held to consider allegations that the conspiracy conviction was also improper
because the court bailiff purportedly made remarks that pressured
the jurors into convicting Hedgecock and supplied liquor for a
party the night before the verdict.
Todd had dismissed those allegations on the basis of written
statements from jurors and the bailiff, saying he was not authorized
to call witnesses at a hearing.
Hedgecock was convicted of
failing to disclose over $350,0(X)
in contributions to his successful
1983 campaign for mayor. The
money allegedly came from principals in J. David & Co.. an investment firm that later collapsed.
Prosecutors said some of the contributions violated local election
lavv.

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) Former San Diego Mayor Roger
Hedgecock. forced from office
after being convicted of hiding
campaign contributions, won a
new trial Thursday from the state
Supreme Court on his 12 perjury
convictions.
The court also set aside Hedgecock’s remaining conviction. for
conspiracy to violate campaign
disclosure laws. to let a San Diego
judge consider allegations that a
bailiff improperly influenced jurors by talking about the case and
getting them liquor.
The court voted 4-3 to overturn
the perjury convictions on the
grounds that then-Superior Court
Judge William Todd told the jury
that the alleged deliberate errors
and omissions in Hedgecock’s
campaign finance reports were
"material," or substantial enough
to support perjury charges.
The issue of whether the inaccuracies were material was a factual

Hedgecock was accused of plotting with financiers Nancy Hoover
and Jerry Dominelli to funnel large
sums into) Hedgecock’s mayoral
campaign, circumventing San
Diego ordinances that limited individual contributions to $250 and
banned business contributions.
Prosecutors said Hoover and
Dominelli poured money into a
consulting firm run by a Hedgecock aide. Tom Shepard. who used
it to underwrite the campaign
through an unusual contracting arrangement.
The perjury charges were based
on Hedgecock’s allegedly willful
failure to list those contributions
and other donations of cash and
services on his campaign disclosure
and economic
interest
statements, signed under penalty
of perjury between 1981 and 1984.
Hedgecock contended he was
guilty of no more than bad bookkeeping. and claimed he was the
target of a vendetta by District At-

torney Edwin Miller.
The reversal of his perjury convictions involved a provision of the
law saying that perjury is lying
under oath about any "material
matter." The court said Todd
should not have told jurors that the
lies Hedgecock was accused of
telling on his disclosure forms
were "material" without factual
dispute.
A "material" statemem in a
campaign disclosure report is one
that a reasonable person would
likely consider important in deciding whether to vote for a candidate. or whether an official had a
financial conflict of interest. Kennard’s opinion said. She said those
were factual questions that jurors
must determine, rather than legal
issues to be decided by a judge.
Todd’s instructions "completely
deprived the jury of an opportunity
to consider the materiality of
(Hedgecock’s ) omissions, Kennard said.

Feinstein fails to state Voters favor Big Green
husband’s holdings alcohol tax, poll shows
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Both the Big Green and alcohol
tax ballot initiatives are popular
with California voters, though
only a minority had heard of the
environmental measure, a new
poll shows.
A new California Poll shows
that Proposition 134, the
"nickel a drink" alcohol tax
initiative, and Proposition 128.
the environmental protection
measure known as the Big
Green. hold big leads with voters.
. But pollster Mervin Field on
Wednesday warned that heavy
advertising campaigns aimed at
both measures may narrow the
gap by the time the initiatives
are voted on in November.
The alcohol tax measure
would raise funds for alcohol
and drug abuse programs. emergency medical care and other
programs. The meastre led-49
percent to 24 percent in the
statewide survey conducted between Aug. 17-27.
Big Green trailed among the
voters who had heard of it before they were given the survey,
with 12 percent supporting and
16 percent against. Once a summary of the measure was read to
all those polled, the measure led

ing." said Blum. who runs a $400
million investment management
business and has been a key source
of funding for his wife’s gubernatorial campaign.
At the prompting of Sen. Pete
Wilson, Feinstein’s Republican
rival for governor. Blum last week
released a complete list of his clients and investments managed by
his firm. Wilson has criticized
Blum for not disclosing more of
his business activities.
But according to the Chronicle
investigation. Blum and Feinstein
reported on their 1980 income tax
return that they made a gross profit
of $14,201 on the sale of 2,400
shares of Marriott Corp. stock.
At that time. Blum publicly acknowledged that he had spoken
several times with a business associate who was a high-ranking Marriott executive about a controversial redevelopment contract with
Marriott ultimately won, along
with two other firms, from the city
of San Francisco. But it was not
known at that time that Blum was a
Marriott stockholder, the Chronicle said.
The Chronicle report contradicts
Blum*s assertion that he "scrupulousl!, stayed out of any investment, that related to the city and
county of San Francisco."

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) As
mayor of San Francisco. Dianne
Feinstein failed to report several
investments by her husband, including one in the Marriott Corp.
when the hotel company was bidding for part of a $3 billion city redevelopment contract, according
to a published report.
The San Francisco Chronicle reported in its Thursday editions that
Feinstein did not report interests in
Marriott and six other holdings that
show up on the couple’s 1980 tax
return.
In addition to Marriott, her husband, Richard Blum. held stock in
two other corporations that did
business with the city. Host International and BankAmerica Corp.,
contrary to his claims that he
stayed away from investments
linked to the city during that time,
state records show.
Feinstein...the De,mocratic candidate for governor, said in an interview with the Chronicle that she
believed all investments had been
properly reported.
But Blum acknowledged the
failure to report the investments on
an annual economic interest
statement, saying he was given had
advice from an assistant to
Feinstein.
clearly had a misunderstand-

Advertising

campaigns may
narrow the gap by the
time the initiatives are
voted on in
November.
58 percent to 26 percent.
The measure would phase out
pesticides linked to cancer. ban
oil drilling in state waters. curb
ocean pollution. mandate big
cuts in "greenhouse" gases and
raise $200 million to save old growth trees. It also would create the elected position of environmental advocate to prosecute
The poll also asked voters
which groups they would most
trust to endorse or oppose an
initiative. Drug and alcohol
abuse prevention groups, the
sponsors of Proposition 134.
ranked highest. Environmental
groups. the backers of Big
Green. also ranked high.
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Fight: Students arrested for
resisting officer after ruckus
From page one
Barlow said he went to
Noriega’s left, and Noriega again
placed his hand against his chest
and said. You have a hard time
understanding, don’t you."
Barlow was then arrested. at
approximately 2:55 a.m. for
obstructing justice and resisting
and delaying a peace officer.

according to his citation notice.
Barlow. who claims he was
never read his rights and didn’t
know why he was arrested until he
arrived at the UPD station, plans
to file a complaint for wrongful
arrest.
"I feel I was used as an example
to help disperse the crowd." said
Barlow.

t PD claims that both Barlow
,ind Elliot were ordered to leave
several times hut refused,
according to Staley.
Approximately 200 people
attended the dance sponsored by
the Pan African Student Union
Club where the melee apparently
started.

Korean leaders planning to discuss unification
SEOUL, South Korea (API
mg a historic meeting that he before the end of the century .
President Roh Tae-woo told North hoped for a summit soon that could
"Korea cannot remain the last
Korea’s Prime Minister today dur- set the stage for Korean unification H Oct! 11;111,111 on earth!’ Koh said

Art gallery, director to stand
trial for obscenity charges
CINCINNATI (API A judge
ruled Thursday that an art gallery
and its director must stand trial
later this month on obscenity
charges for displaying five sexually graphic photographs by Robert Mapplethorpe.

Dennis Barrie and the Contemporary Arts Center already were
scheduled to go on trial Sept. 24
each on one misdemeanor charge
of using children in material involving nudity. The obscenity case
will be heard the same day.

WASHINGTON (API
The
15 chiefs of U.S. corporations
going to the Soviet Union this
weekend with Commerce Secretary Robert Mosbacher plan to
offer American know-how on such
fundamental items as efficient
housing and transporting goods.
"It’s kind of back to the basics
... You walk up a stairway in a Soviet building and none of the steps
are the same. They can’t even finish a floor flat, things you and I
take for granted," said Mark Hungerford, chairman and chief executive officer of Tanscisco Industries Inc. of San Francisco. a rail
car company.
"They can get rockets to the
mum. so it’s not like they’re incapable, but they’ve never focused
on these things before." Hungerford said.
He is one of 15 chief executive
officers of U.S. companies scheduled to leave for Moscow on Saturday for a week-long visit to discii,,
what kind of "technical as,
lance" the United States can gi:
the Soviet Union.
Mosbacher and the business
leaders are set to leave on the eve
of President Bush’s summit with
Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbachev. The administration said
Wednesday that it would take a
fresh look at economic aid for the
Soviet Union in light of Moscow’s
"real and very helpful support" in
the Persian Gulf.
At the economic summit of industrial nations in Houston last
July. the administration balked at
providing the Soviet Union with
cash grants or loans but agreed to
provide the technical assistance.
About 80 other nations receive
American technical assistance.
which can range from developing a
fly -resistant wheat in Morocco to
bringing down Bangladesh’s fertility rate.
The Soviets need help with nil
proving their transportation
terns and housing, said business
leaders who will make the trip.
Several officers of U.S. oil companies are also accompanying Moshacher.
"Big chunks of money are not
what they want. They want to have
the exposure to the management
techniques and construction techniques and operating techniques
that vie take for granted." Hungerford said
Flungerford’s company, for example. is engaged in a joint venture with the Soviets to help them
with a heating system for tank LHi
cars that pertin-nis well in cold ,
mates. His hrIll also is helping the
Soviets imprine their transporta
tion of petrochemical products
Another transportation
pany. Sea-Land Service Inc.. ot
Edison. N.J.
will he represented by its chief executive.
Alex J. Mandl. Sea-Land specialiies in "elohal distribution net
works...
Mandl soil Ille 111p i!l%L., 111111 .1
chance to help both Bush and his
company.
"That part of the world is opening up. As long as the Iron Curtain
was up, our distribution network
did not participate in that part of
the world. As that wall conies
down, we have a chance to he in
there,’ Mandl said.

iri,

Movie: Frankenhooker
This classic combines sex, dissection and more sex for one great
late -night movie. Bring a date to the Towne Theater Friday or Saturday
night at 11:45. It’s an alternative to those "normal" movies.
Sports:SJSU Soccer
Our little-known team is facing SCU, the NCAA co -national
champion tonight at Spartan Stadium. "Spartan sports -stud" tells me it
should be a juicy game starting at 7:30.
Nightfly Pris shows up at the Daily each Thursday to tell us and you where to go
and what to do each weekend. Pristine’s opinions are her own, but we usually agree.
She can occasionally be reached at (408)924-3280.

A.S. New year
From page one
appointed.
Most who are now working
on fall events have enough
experience to qualify, he said.
Last semester. the A.S. hoard
gave Peterson and Program
Board Adviser Ted Gehrke the

CEOs will
offer help
to Soviets
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ol ie..iiiiiiendiitg hoard
positions bet ause the selection
committee lost key members.
said Peterson.
At last spring’s final A.S.
ifleeting. the hoard could not
vote on those recommended
because there were not enough
members present for a quiirum.
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CAS I 0

The scientific way
to go back to school
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Our Everyday Low Price. 8-digit scientific calculator features constant memo
ry. automatic shutoff, convenient user
memory and fractional capability
rt250

16.97

Our Everyday Low Price. Casio scientific
solar-powered calculator features 125
functions, 10 -digit display, one indepen
dent memory/6 constant memories

74.97

Our Everyday Low Price, Casio 70000
graphic scientific calculator with 193
functions. 422 program steps, graphic
functions and 16-character 8 -line display
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THE QUALITY YOU NEED, THE PRICE YOU WANT.
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DEFINITION SYSTEMS INC

IdlIGM
3325 KIFER RD.
TEL...

VAX..

SANTA CLARA.

HD 386 25MHz SYSTEM

CA 95054

(.408)720-0493
(408)720-1967

LANDMARK - 34.5
a
a

SI - 29.5

1MB RAM, EXPANDABLE TO 8MB ON -BOARD
12 OR 144MB FLOPPY DRIVE
40MB IDE HARD DISK

* INSTANT SERVICE *
( IN CASE SERVICE
IS REQUIRED, BRING
IN. WE WILL FIX IT
RIGHT AWAY)

2110 CONTROLLER
a 2 SERIAL, 1 PARALLEL, 1 GAME PORT
a REAL TIME aOCK/CMOS MEMORY
WITH BATTERY BACK-UP
a 101 KEY ENHANCED KEY-BOARD
a 230W POWER SUPPLY
a HIGH QUALITY AT CACI-

SAC RAMENTO BRANCH:
WATT AVE. SACRAMENTO. CA 95821
ttA)481-4278
FA v (91A)483 -482F,

HD 486 25MHz SYSTEM 128K CACHE
LANDMARK - 115
a 4MB RAM, EXPANDABLE ro 16MB ON -BOARD
’ OR 144MB FLOPPY DRIVE
ere? OR
*350MB VVV4
*

rem

FREE MOUSE
SUPER VGA COLOR MONITOR WITH
16BIT VGA CARD (10241768, .28MM) ... $399
TO

V

101 1W r

To
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16M5 HARD OSA

*

ETU AVE 2FL/2HD CONTROLLER

a 2 SERIAL, I PARALLEL, 1 GAME PORT
* REAL TIME CLOCK/CMOS MEMORY
WITH BATTERY BACK-UP
a 101 KEY ENHANCED KEY-BOARD
a 250W POWER SUPPLY
* TOWER CASE

E2I0
z
EL

KIFELI

CS1,11,10 nL

30 DAYS MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
l’A;i1’,; AM) I

HD 386 25MHz SYSTEM 64X CACHE
LANDMARK

-

43.5

A WA

HD COMPLETE 10MHz XT SYSTEM

SI - 32

a 1MB RAM EXPANDABLE TO ems
a 1.2 OR 144MB FLOPPY DRIVE

oN-p,14np

40mB IDE HARD DISK
a 2F1/21-ID CONTROLLER
a 2 SERIAL, I PARALLEL, 1 GAA4E PORT
a REAL TIME CLOCK/CMOS MEMORY
WITH BATTERY BACK-UP
a 101 KEY ENHANCED KEY-BOARD
a 230W POWER SUPPLY
a HIGH QUALITY AT CASE

Contents stAtect to chance onthnut nottce

* 6401( RAM
* 2 X 360 FLOPPY DRIVES
* FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER
* V1 KEY KEYBOARD
a MONO/GRAPHIC/PRINTER CARD
* 165W POWER SUPPLY
a It AMBER MONITOR
* AT STYLE CASE

*I WITH SYSTEM PURCHASED)

HIGH DEFINITION SYSTEMS INC.
3325 KIFER RD.

SANTA CLARA ,

HD 386 20MHz SYSTEM

CA 95054

TEL. (408)720-0493
FAX. (408)720-19457

LANDMARK - 25
*

1M8 RAM, EXPANDABLE TO 8M8 ON-BOARD
12 OR 1.44MB FLOPPY DRIVE
40mB IDE HARD DISK

EL.)

*

SACRAMENTO BRANCH:
2530 WATT AVE. SACRAMENTO, CA 95821
FAY (916) 483 - 4826
TEL. (916) 481 - 4778

HD 386 33MHz SYSTEM L641( CACHE!
LANDMARK - 55 . 9

SI - 45.9

1MB RAM, EXPANDABLE TO 8MB ON -BOARD
12 OR 144MB FLOPPY DRIVE

100MB IDE

SI - 23

1. 1 INTERLEAVE 2FL/2HD CONTROLLER
* 2 SERIAL, I PARALLEL, 1 GAME PORT
* REAL TIME CLOCK/CMOS MEMORY
WITH BATTERY BACK-UP
101 KEY ENHANCED KEYBOARD
* 230W POWER SUPPLY
* HIGH QUALITY AT CASE

A IL SYSTEMS SUPPORT DOS, OS/2,
’ XENIX, NOVELL, CONCURIIENT

23MS HARD DISK

O 12’ AMBER MONITOR a MGP CARD. $99
O 16 BIT VGA CARD
$99
O 350MB SCSI 16MS HARD DISK. $1,395

* 2FL/2HD CONTROLLER
* 2 SERIAL, I PARALLEL, ’GAME PORT
14’ COLOR VGA MONITOR (1024x768)
* 16-BIT VGA CARD 11024x768)
* REAL TIME CLOCK/CMOS MEMORY
WITH BATTERY BACK-LP
* 101 KEY ENHANCED KEYBOARD
* 250W POWER SUPPLY
TOWER CASE

I WITH 16 RIT

O

O CALL IN FOR OTHER ITEMS

HD 286 12MHz SYSTEM

HD 386sx 16MHz SYSTEM
LANDMARK - 21.5

LANDMARK - 15.9

SI - 18

1M8 RAM, EXPANDABLE TO 8MB ON-BOARD
12 OR 144MB FLOPPY DRIVE

riTTIOLIFR )

14’ VGA MONITOR
$299
2400BAUD INTERNAL MODEM
$79
ORCHID’S PRODES I GNER II ,,,,a,$299

SI - 13.4

IMB RAM EXPANDABLE TO 4MB ON -BOARD
* /20R 144MB FLOPPY DRIVE
20MB HARD DISK
* 11 INTERLEAVE 2FL/2HD CONTROLLER

40MB IDE HARD DISK
2F1/2HD CONTROLLER

2 SERIAL, I PARALLEL, 1 GAME PORT

2 SERIAL, 1 PARALLEL, 1 GAME PORT
REAL TIME CLOCK/CMOS MEMORY
WITH BATTERY BACK-UP
101 KEY ENHANCED KEYBOARD
230W POWER SUPPLY
HIGH QUALITY AT CASE

* REAL TIME CLOCK/CMOS MEMORY
WITH BATTERY BACK-UP
* 101 KE Y ENHANCED KEYBOARD
* 210W POWER SUPPLY
* HIGH QUALITY AT CASE
*

12’ ANDER MONITOR M MCIP CARD

Contonts subiect to chenge without notice

